We have developed equations taking into account both multiple-trapping and hopping processes for describing transport phenomena in disordered semiconductors. These equations have been introduced into a numerical simulation to model the steady state dark conductivity and photoconductivity as well as the modulated photoconductivity. The influence of parameters such as the density of states and attempt-to-hop frequency on the results of these experiments has been investigated. Steady state and modulated photoconductivity experiments have been performed on a hydrogenated amorphous silicon film in the temperature range 18-300 K and the results have been compared with those from the numerical simulation. This comparison shows that the latter provides a suitable interpretation of the experimental behaviours observed in both experiments.
Introduction
The modulated photocurrent (MPC) technique was proposed by Oheda [1] in the early 1980s and since then has undergone theoretical developments to enable it to be applied in investigations on the defects of highly resistive semiconductors and in particular hydrogenated amorphous silicon (a-Si:H) [2] [3] [4] . However, these approaches were based mostly on transport, trapping and recombination of carriers via a multiple-trapping (MT) process. In this MT model free carriers move by continuous trapping and release into and from localized states. The possibility of carrier hopping through the localized states was totally neglected although at low temperatures it may turn out to be the major transport contribution as suggested by experimental results [5] [6] [7] [8] .
Transport by hopping in a-Si:H has also undergone many theoretical developments, getting more and more sophisticated, until both hopping and multiple trapping had been taken into account [9] [10] [11] . However, these models were rather limited. For instance, only the conduction band tail states were assumed to be concerned in the hopping process. Besides, these models aimed to describe steady state photoconductivity when lots of experiments developed to probe defect states are based on transient photocurrent or modulated photocurrent measurements. Recently, Marshall [12] has proposed another approach to the hopping process and it was shown that this approach could be applied to transient photocurrents [13, 14] .
In this paper we have developed calculations based on the work of Marshall, introducing the gap state occupancy in the hopping probability to try to model both steady state and modulated photoconductivity. These calculations are presented in section 2. A numerical calculation was performed including these equations and we present in section 3 its application to the modelling of steady state dark conductivity and photoconductivity. In particular we show how the gap state occupation functions, calculated taking account only of the MT process, are modified when the hopping process is taken into account. In section 4, the numerical simulation is used to show the influence of the hopping process on the MPC data and how the density of states (DOS) reconstructed from the data is altered by hopping. Finally, in section 5, we present the results of steady state photoconductivity and MPC experiments that we have performed on an a-Si:H film in the range 18-300 K and compare the experimental results with the simulated ones. The calculation that we have developed seems to account properly for the experimental results for both the steady state and modulated photoconductivity. 
Theoretical development
To take into account the transport by the hopping process we have used the ideas developed by Marshall [12] for the analytical procedure for modelling of hopping and used by other authors to study transient photocurrent [13, 14] , but we have tried to take the state occupancy into account. To simplify the presentation and mathematical treatment we have only considered states of one type in the band gap, defined by their capture coefficients for holes and electrons, as well as a single attempt-to-hop frequency. Nevertheless, these calculations could be extended easily to the case where localized states of several types are present in the band gap.
If we consider two levels in the gap at energies E and E , of widths dE and dE respectively and with E < E (see figure 1 ), exchanging electrons we can write at any time t
∂g(E) f (E)
assuming that a single species of states is concerned, i.e. the same capture coefficients for electrons and holes C n and C p respectively, these coefficients being assumed independent of the energy position. In this system, G is the rate of generation of carriers, n and p the free electron and hole concentrations respectively, e n (E) and e p (E) the rates of emission of electrons and holes from the localized states toward the conduction and valence band respectively. This system can be solved in the steady state by defining a fine ladder of energy levels, each of width E, either by means of a Newton-Raphson technique directly applicable to steady state equilibrium or by means of an Euler implicit technique for which the time has to be taken long enough to ensure that the system has reached the steady state equilibrium. The matrices to be considered are full and thus taking hopping into account is a little bit more complicated than simple MT approaches, but routines are now available that give a reasonable time of calculation [15] . The advantage of the Euler implicit technique would be that one can also treat the problem of transient currents. In the calculations presented here we have used a Newton-Raphson technique to investigate steady state behaviours. The number of energy levels in the band gap was taken equal to 300. Below this number, the results of the simulation were dependent on the number of levels, especially at low temperature. Above this number we did not observe an evolution of the results with decreasing E.
The conductivity will be the sum of the conductivity via extended states and conductivity by hopping:
an expression in which μ n and μ p are the electron and hole extended state mobilities respectively and q the absolute value of the electron charge. The reader may note that equation (8) uses hopping diffusivity and the Einstein equation which are only valid under low field conditions, where the field does not alter the probabilities of upward hopping. Before revealing the treatment of the modulated photocurrent we would like to come back to the definition of the hopping coefficient C n E . Indeed, the reader may wonder whether it would not have been more appropriate to introduce a weighting factor in the denominator of C n E taking account of the state occupancy, that is
well as in the definition of r E . However, in that case, in addition to the fact that the state occupancy would be taken into account twice (once in the coefficient and once in the balance equation), we would have had to introduce equations to take account of the hopping of holes emitted from the valence band. Under dark conditions, the Fermi level could be taken as a limit between hopping of electrons above it and hopping of holes below it, but under illumination the problem is much more complicated since some states in the middle of the gap, the recombination states, are expected to be only partly filled. Besides, one may consider that holes hopping up are just electrons hopping down with the same probability. The movement of holes one way being considered as the movement of electrons the other way, we think that considering only one type of particle (the electron) in the hopping process implies that the weighting factor at the denominator of C n E , as well as the integral in the definition of r E , must take into account all the gap states, occupied or not, below the energy E to give a proper description of the complete hopping process.
To treat the case of the modulated photocurrent, all the quantities Q involved in equations (7) can be written as Q = Q dc + Q ac exp(−jωt), ω being the angular frequency, and j the complex number such that j 2 = −1. The amplitude of the alternating contribution, Q ac , being considered as a small perturbation of Q dc , equations (7) can be rewritten, neglecting the terms in exp(−2jωt), as
where
The dc contribution has been cancelled in equations (9) because under steady state equilibrium these terms eliminate naturally. To go further, the alternating quantities are written as a sum of a real part and an imaginary one except for the generation rate. For instance, n ac is written as n ac = n r + jn i .
In this way equations (9) give rise to the following system of equations:
There is no particular mathematical difficulty concerning the resolution of this system except the huge size of the matrix to be considered. Indeed, this system can be solved numerically by defining a fine ladder of energy levels within the gap of the semiconductor considered. If the gap is divided into N energy levels, the number of variables to handle will be equal to 2N + 4, two variables for n ac (n i and n r ), two variables for p ac ( p i and p r ) and 2N variables for f ac (N for f r and N for f i ).
The photoconductivity can be calculated according to equation (8) . A tedious but quite straightforward calculation, following the same lines as above, leads to (12) for the real and imaginary parts of the conductivity, respectively.
The complete numerical simulation of the modulated photocurrent is achieved first by taking only the dc component of the flux into account to determine the gap state occupancy, and then, the state dc occupancy is assumed to be 'frozen in' during the calculation of the ac component of the current since the ac excitation is only a small perturbation of the dc one.
Steady state conductivity and photoconductivity
To illustrate this simple model we have introduced in the simulation densities of states (DOS) typical of hydrogenated amorphous silicon (a-Si:H) of different qualities. These DOS are displayed in figure 2 .
The band gap was fixed at 1.75 eV. The characteristic temperatures of the conduction and valence band tails were chosen equal to T c = 250 K and T v = 600 K respectively, with a density of states at each band edge equal to 2 × 
The decay length of the wavefunction R 0 and the attempt-to-hop frequency ν 0 were fixed at 5 × 10 −8 cm and 7 × 10 12 s −1 respectively. These parameters were chosen because they correspond to the 'usual' values found in the literature for a-Si:H. Most of these parameters come from various experiments or from some recent studies on this material (see for instance [16] and references therein). We want to stress that our intention is not to use the 'exact' values in this paper but rather good orders of magnitude to illustrate our findings taking a-Si:H as an example.
In figure 3 we display the dark conductivity variations versus T −1/4 calculated using the simulation for the three different densities of figure 2. At low temperature the dark conductivity follows a law in exp(− A/T 1/4 ) predicted by Mott [17] when transport occurs predominantly by hopping around the dark Fermi level. Although this law in exp(− A/T 1/4 ) is at present a matter of controversy [18] , it is clear that the low temperature conductivity is mediated by the hopping terms. It can also be seen that the higher the DOS around the Fermi level, the higher the hopping conductivity.
Since the simulation is reproducing the expected behaviours for steady state dark equilibrium, calculations were performed with the same parameters to study the photoconductivity. A generation rate of G = 10 17 cm
was assumed and calculations were performed for the three DOS presented in figure 2. These calculations were done assuming that multiple trapping was involved alone in the transport of carriers or assuming that transport takes place by multiple trapping and hopping. Results are displayed in figure 4 . When MT is supposed to be the single process of transport (MT alone) the photoconductivity decreases with increasing density of states (full symbols). This behaviour agrees with what one would expect with a fixed generation rate and an increasing DOS: the higher the DOS the lower the splitting of the quasi-Fermi levels and consequently the photocurrent. When hopping is taken into account, conduction by MT is dominant at high temperature and hopping transport appears at low temperature for the two lowest DOS. However, the MT contribution to the photoconductivity is affected by the hopping process since the photoconductivity values (open symbols) are always below the photoconductivity values obtained with MT alone. For the highest DOS, hopping appears to be the main process of transport over the whole range of temperature, the hopping contribution to the photoconductivity being always larger than the MT contribution. In the following we propose an explanation for these two characteristic behaviours.
In figure 5 there are displayed the evolutions of the variations of the occupation functions with the generation rate at T = 310 K for the lowest density of states of figure 2 when MT is considered alone and when the hopping process is taken into account. In the case of MT alone the evolution is as predicted from the theory developed by Taylor and Simmons for a single species of states [19] . The recombination zone is delimited by the plateau of the occupation function at say f = 0.85 and the energy width of this plateau increases with the generation rates simply because with increasing flux the recombination zone enlarges to reach steady equilibrium. In this case the carriers move from one localized state to the other by emission from the starting state toward the extended states followed by the capture by the other localized state. When hopping is taken into account the variations with energy of the occupation functions are completely different, the hopping resulting in a condensation of carriers in the localized levels around the dark Fermi level position. This is obviously due to the fact that with a DOS that is not varying too rapidly, electrons can move down by hopping, filling the empty levels. As a consequence, the quasi-Fermi levels are closer to the dark Fermi level position than when only MT is considered and the number of free carriers decreases accordingly. This explains why under steady state illumination, though the photoconductivity is mainly controlled by multiple trapping at high temperatures, the introduction of hopping lowers the photoconductivity values compared to the case in which MT is considered alone (see in figure 4 the open and full triangle curves).
It can be seen in figure 4 that if the DOS is increased by a factor of a hundred, hopping is the dominant conduction process over the whole range of temperature (open squares). The reason for this dominance of hopping is twofold. It could be due to an increase of the hopping carriers and/or an increase of their mobility. The generation rates being the same for all three DOS (G = 10 17 cm −3 s −1 ) and the occupation function being quite close to the dark occupation function for the lowest DOS (see figure 5) , it is certainly also the case for the highest DOS. This latter being a hundred times higher, one may expect to have a hundred times more electrons available for hopping. However, the number of available sites for hopping has also increased with the increase of the DOS and the hopping mobility is probably enhanced. Indeed, if we defineμ hop = q 6kT
E dE dE as an average hopping mobility over the gap states, we have calculated that this average mobility increases by a factor of 2.4 from the lowest to the highest DOS at 200 K with a generation rate of G = 10 17 cm −3 s −1 . Though on average the increase of the mobility is only 2.4, the gain in the hopping photoconductivity that includes a g(E) f (E) product (see equation (8)) may be more important for some states and it would explain why around 200 K the hopping contribution is multiplied by a factor around 1400 between the lowest and the highest DOS when the DOS ratio is only a factor of a hundred. The fact that hopping can alter the MT contribution to the photoconductivity even when MT is clearly the dominant process, for instance at high temperature, pushes us to search for a signature of hopping in the dc photoconductivity curves. We display in figure 6 the evolution with the attempt-to-hop frequency of the photoconductivity as function of temperature calculated taking into account the lowest DOS of figure 2. In this figure ν 0 was taken equal to 0 (MT alone), 7×10 8 , 7×10
10 and 7 × 10 12 s −1 . As expected, the higher the ν 0 , the higher the hopping contribution. With increasing ν 0 it can be also seen that (i) the range of temperature for which MT is the dominant process of photoconductivity is shrinking, (ii) in this range, though MT is the dominant process, the photoconductivity absolute value is decreasing for the same reason as was given above, and (iii) the hopping contribution at low temperature reveals, by the occurrence of a plateau, the photoconductivity turning to being independent of T , and, in agreement with (i), the higher ν 0 , the higher the temperature at which the plateau starts. This result agrees with the experimental results reported by Fritzsche [8] .
Hence, evidence for hopping can be obtained, in dc photoconductivity, if at low temperature a zone appears for which the photoconductivity values are temperature independent. However, this behaviour corresponds to a very important contribution of hopping, as is the case with a quite high ν 0 value, and it can be seen that with lower ν 0 values, hopping definitely has an influence on the photoconductivity values without being revealed by the clear occurrence of a plateau at low temperature. Thus, it can be quite difficult to obtain evidence for hopping with dc measurements. We shall show below that ac measurements are probably more sensitive indicators.
Modulated photoconductivity
As mentioned in the introduction, the modulated photocurrent technique was first proposed by Oheda [1] and since then it has been intensively studied and used to investigate the defects of highly resistive semiconductors [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] . We must underline that hopping transport was never considered in any of the previous theoretical developments. Actually, this can be easily understood since, considering equations (11) and (12), it seems rather difficult to derive an equation linking the probed density of states to experimental parameters like the modulus and phase shift of the ac photocurrent. In this section, we shall first recall the basics of the theory of modulated photoconductivity when MT is considered alone and further show the expected influence of hopping on the experimental results.
The sample fitted with two parallel ohmic electrodes, say between one to two mm apart, is biased by a dc voltage and illuminated by a flux of light modulated at an angular frequency ω. The photon energy is chosen to be slightly higher than the band gap of the semiconductor studied. The ac component of the flux F ac being considered as a small perturbation of the dc component of the flux F dc and assuming that one type of carrier is predominant, it was shown that the density of states N at an energy E below the extended states interacting with these carriers can be estimated by recording the modulus of the alternating current I ac resulting from the modulated flux as well as its phase shift φ referred to F ac . Assuming that electrons are the majority carriers, at a given temperature T one can estimate the quantity NC n /μ n from experimental parameters by using the relation [2, 4] 
where ξ is the applied electric field, G ac the alternating generation rate and S the conduction cross section through which the current is flowing. Another estimate of NC n /μ n was proposed by Hattori et al from the relation [3]
In both methods the quantity NC n /μ n , that we shall call the reduced DOS or r-DOS in the following, depends only on experimentally known parameters. Theoretically, equations (13) and (14) have been obtained assuming that the transport is achieved by multiple-trapping events. In this case it was shown that the states probed by the experiments are those for which the emission rates equal the excitation angular frequency ω. That is why the energy scaling is achieved following the equation
We have written E because it is a priori impossible to know from the experiment whether the predominant carriers are holes or electrons. Hence, the probed density of states may be E above (below) the valence (conduction) band if holes (electrons) are the main carriers giving rise to the ac photocurrent. The parameter ν, also called the attemptto-escape frequency, is defined as C × N eq in which N eq is the equivalent density of states at the band edge for the predominant carriers. In the MPC experiment ν is the only adjustable parameter. In the present case we are dealing with a-Si:H in which electrons are known to be the majority carriers. Taking account of the data taken to run the simulations we have ν = 5 × 10 11 s −1 at 300 K, a value close to the one found experimentally for a-Si:H [16] . It is this value that will be used in the following for the energy scaling in the plots of the MPC spectra coming from the numerical simulations.
According to equation (15) a DOS spectroscopy can be achieved by varying either ω at a given temperature or T at a given ω. Actually, experimentally, both are done for ω in a logarithm; it is almost impossible to cover a very large energy range by just varying this parameter. Experimentally, at a given temperature, the frequencies f r of the modulation were varied from 12 Hz to 40 kHz in steps such that f r i+1 = f r i × 1.5 and the investigation was for the same range of frequencies in our numerical simulations. According to equation (15), the higher the frequency, or the lower the temperature, the closer to the band the deduced density of states, from equations (13) or (14) .
Since equations (13) and (14) are the only ones at our disposal for performing DOS spectroscopy it is these equations that can be used to try to perform DOS spectroscopy from experimental or simulated results even in the case where hopping presents a non-negligible contribution. We display in figure 7 the DOS spectroscopies calculated using equation (13) applied to the results of numerical simulations in which the different DOS of figure 2 have been taken into account. Calculations were achieved either assuming MT alone or MT plus a hopping contribution with a ν 0 = 7 × 10 12 s −1 . The following parameters were assumed: a dc generation rate G dc = 10 17 cm −3 s −1 , an ac generation rate G ac = G dc /10 as for all the numerical simulations of the MPC experiment, a conduction cross section S = 2.25×10 −5 cm 2 and a dc electric field ξ = 3000 V cm −1 . Clearly, when MT is considered alone, the DOS introduced are well reproduced since all the curves obtained from equation (13) at different temperatures (full lines) are superimposing and follow quite accurately the chosen DOS (dashed line). With the introduction of hopping (dotted lines) the DOS are no longer reproduced by means of equation (13) . For the lowest DOS only the points derived at high frequency are close to the introduced DOS. For the two others and higher DOSs the treatment of the modulated photocurrent data does not lead to any reconstruction of the DOS. In addition, the higher the DOS, the poorer the reconstruction. This is not surprising since we have show that in dc measurements the hopping process was more and more dominant with increasing DOS (see figure 4) , and we are faced with the same increasing influence in ac measurements.
A tentative explanation is the following. It can be seen in equation (13) that the quantity NC n /μ n is proportional to the reciprocal of the modulus of the alternating current. To derive this quantity, the alternating current is assumed to reflect the movement of carriers in the extended states since only MT Figure 7 . Reconstruction of the DOS from equation (13) has been considered. If a hopping component adds to the total alternating current, its modulus |I ac | increases and this is reflected in a decrease of the deduced DOS. Besides, the numerical simulation has shown that the hopping contribution to |I ac | was increasing with decreasing frequency. A possible explanation is that at low frequencies more carriers participate in hopping as they have more 'time' to find a hopping site than at high frequency. The final results are these 'segments' or 'tails', plotted for each temperature, almost parallel to one another when the DOS is high, the deeper part being obtained at low ω and the part closer to the band corresponding to high ω.
These 'segments' resemble a lot what one would calculate if the MPC experiment was performed or simulated with a rather high dc flux. The influence of the dc flux on the final DOS reconstruction is shown in figures 8(a) and (b). For these two figure parts the numerical calculation was achieved assuming MT alone. It can be seen that whereas in figure 8(a) the introduced DOS is rather well reproduced with G dc = 10 17 cm −3 s −1 , in figure 8 (b) only the points obtained at high frequencies follow the DOS (G dc = 10 20 cm
). An explanation of this behaviour was already provided [4] and it was also demonstrated experimentally [25] . Basically, the MPC signal is sensitive to the empty states. If the dc flux is low, even the deepest states probed at low frequency are empty. If the dc flux is too high, the splitting of the quasiFermi levels increases and the states probed at low frequency are partly filled and the density of empty states decreases. At these low frequencies the MPC signal behaves as if the DOS was lower than the true DOS, which is precisely the case for the density of empty states, and the final result after treatment with equation (13) is a calculated DOS lower than the real one.
In figures 8(c) and (d) the MPC was simulated introducing the same DOS as for figures 8(a) and (b) but taking account of a hopping contribution assuming ν 0 = 7 × 10 12 s −1 . It can be seen that the flux influence is less visible since the same 'tails' appear at each temperature even at low generation rate. Clearly hopping induces behaviour of the MPC treatment as if the dc flux was too high but, in contrast to what can be achieved if MT is the only process of transport, adjustment of the dc flux has only little influence on the final results. Let us recall that the ac generation rate was taken as G ac = G dc /10. The weak dependence on the flux of the MPC curves probably comes from the fact that the hopping contribution to the ac current is linked to the number of trapped carriers responding to the excitation, a number depending almost linearly on G ac if the trapping states are not saturated by the dc component of the flux. If the hopping process is predominant, then the ratio G ac /|I ac | in equation (13) is only slightly dependent on the generation rates and the DOS deduced from this equation does not evolve much with the generation rate.
One can therefore take advantage of this property to easily obtain evidence of the occurrence or absence of the hopping process in the global transport of carriers. We shall show in the next section that it can be experimentally used in the case of hydrogenated amorphous silicon. However, before presenting experimental results we want to stress the influence of ν 0 on the DOS reconstruction from MPC data.
In figure 9 are displayed the DOS reconstructed from the results of a MPC simulation taking account the lowest DOS of figure 2. It can be seen that, as expected, as ν 0 decreases the agreement between the introduced DOS and the calculated MPC DOS improves at least at high temperatures. However, even with a very low value of ν 0 (7 × 10 8 s −1 ) the hopping contribution can be observed at low temperature. This hopping contribution appears clearly at the two lowest temperatures (upper right corner of figure 9(c)) for which the MPC DOS reconstructed from equation (13) departs from the introduced DOS especially at low frequencies (i.e. at deeper energies). Such a behaviour cannot be seen when MT is taken alone (see for instance figure 8(a) ). Again it can also be seen that the flux variations have little influence on the MPC DOS curves when hopping contribution is significant. Indeed, a comparison of figures 9(c) and (d) shows that a clear evolution of the reconstructed DOS can be observed if the generation rate is increased at least for the deepest states. For the shallowest states of the band tail, states for which the hopping contribution is high, the modification of the two curves obtained at low temperatures, if any, is hardly visible.
Experimental results
Experiments were performed on a standard a-Si:H thin film deposited on glass at low power (5 mW) and low pressure (5 mTorr) by means of a radio frequency (13.56 MHz) powered plasma enhanced chemical vapour deposition (rf-PECVD) system. The deposition temperature was 200
• C. Two parallel aluminium ohmic contacts (1 cm long and 2 mm apart) were deposited on top of the film. The sample was set onto the cold finger of a helium closed-cycle cryostat operating in the temperature range 10-310 K. The experiments, with dc photoconductivity and modulated photoconductivity, were achieved with a wavelength of 650 nm and dc fluxes in the range 10 14 -10 15 cm
For the modulated photoconductivity experiment the ac flux was four times lower than the dc flux. As already mentioned, the frequencies of the modulation were in the range 12 Hz-40 kHz and chosen such that f r i+1 = 1.5 × f r i .
In figure 10 there is displayed the evolution of the dc photoconductivity with temperature varying in the range 18-300 K. The light flux was F dc = 10 14 cm −2 s −1 . The observed behaviour is rather typical: from high temperature the photocurrent decreases and a kink appears around 100 K, that for some samples is more pronounced and even gives rise to a quenching of the photoconductivity. Further, the curve still decreases with decreasing T until it flattens around 25 K. This evolution may be interpreted as it was by Fritzsche et al [8] . However, we do not observe a clear plateau at low temperatures were hopping is probably the dominant process and it is rather difficult to determine clearly the temperature at which hopping begins to dominate over multiple trapping.
We have also performed modulated photoconductivity measurements. The investigations were essentially done at low temperature, each 10 K from 150 to 40 K. The results are displayed in figure 11 . Two fluxes were used: a dc flux of 10 15 cm −2 s −1 (F ac = 2.5 × 10 14 cm −2 s −1 , full lines), and a dc flux of 2 × 10 14 cm −2 s −1 (F ac = 5 × 10 13 cm −2 s −1 , open symbols). It can be seen that the reconstructed r-DOS consists mainly of straight line segments, almost parallel, as is the case when hopping dominates the transport according to the previous theoretical developments. It can be also seen that for 100 K and temperatures below there is no influence of the flux used on the calculated r-DOS, the symbols perfectly superimposing on the full lines, again as expected from the model when hopping dominates the transport. At 150 K and at the lowest frequency we find an increase by a factor of 2 on the calculated r-DOS when the flux is decreased by a factor of 5 showing that MT still influences the transport process. To test the possible occurrence of hopping at higher temperature we have performed a measurement at 250 K. At low frequency the modulated photoconductivity results lead to an increase by a factor of 5 of the calculated r-DOS showing that the hopping contribution is certainly very small.
Despite the clear influence of hopping in the results for modulated photoconductivity at low temperature, we have estimated the slope of the conduction band tail by taking the upper envelope of the curves and obtained an order of magnitude of its characteristic temperature T c = 280 K close to the one expected from the literature (see for instance [26] and references therein). We can provide a tentative explanation for why hopping is dominating over multiple trapping in the modulated photoconductivity experiment performed at low temperatures. The theoretical treatment of the MPC being based only on multiple trapping, it can be demonstrated under this hypothesis that the probed states (i.e. those with the greatest relative influence on the ac response phase shift) are those located around an energy E ω for which the rate of emission toward the extended states equals the angular frequency ω of the light modulation. The states located closer to the band are emitting carriers too rapidly to introduce a delay, i.e. a phase shift, in the ac response of the material to the excitation. The states located deeper do not introduce a phase shift either because the delay of emission is too long to play a role in the ac response of the material. This also means that the traps located deeper than E ω are filled with carriers that can be considered as 'frozen in' as far as MT is concerned, and the number of these 'frozen in' carriers increases with decreasing temperature as E ω approaches the band edge since it parallels the band tail state distribution. However, these carriers are certainly not 'frozen in' as far as hopping is concerned and since the number of carriers and the number of available states increase while E ω approaches the band edge with decreasing temperature, their hopping contribution becomes more and more important. Besides, at low frequency the number of hops is probably higher in a period of modulation than at high frequency. The consequence is a modulus of the ac current that is higher than it would be if MT was the only process involved, and even higher if the frequency of the modulation is low, and it results in a lower NC/μ value according to equation (13) .
The dependence on the generation rate is also slight because, unless the states below E ω are saturated, the contribution to the hopping is nearly proportional to the number of carriers trapped deeper than E ω , which is proportional to G ac . Therefore, the ratio G ac /|I ac | stays nearly constant in equation (13) as soon as hopping becomes predominant.
In conclusion, the hopping contribution depends not only on the hopping process itself, but also on the experiment performed to obtain evidence for it, because it is clear that at 100 K in dc the hopping contribution is very small-at least it would be very difficult to find evidence for it-whereas it appears to be quite predominant in ac measurements achieved at the same temperature (see figures 10 and 11) .
This last remark indicates in which direction future work has to be extended. Indeed, it was shown in previous publications that by combining different experiments (e.g. MPC at low frequency or standard photoconductivity) based on the photoconductive properties of the material studied, it was possible to extract several transport parameters [16] . By applying these techniques to a-Si:H, it was shown that not only the DOS shape but also orders of magnitude of the conduction and valence band tail capture coefficients, as well as of the free electron mobility, could be derived. It is the C n value coming from these recent results that we have used to scale the energy axis of figure 11 from equation (15) would have led to T c in the range 254-300 K. However, the major problem that we are faced with is not the uncertainty that we have concerning the T c value, here around ±10%, but that all the developments up to now for all the photoconductivity results obtained from 100 K and above were considering only the multiple-trapping approach and were completely neglecting the hopping influence. Our theoretical and experimental results show that it is certainly not possible to neglect systematically the hopping contribution. Future work would at least include checking the influence of hopping on the conclusions drawn from experiments whose theoretical analysis only considered multiple-trapping processes. One may think for instance about the physical meanings of the well known γ coefficient relating photoconductivity and dc flux (σ ≈ F γ ). The reader may note that this idea of reconsidering the results of 'classical' experiments taking the hopping contribution into account is not original, since it was already proposed by Main et al for the interpretation of transient photoconductivity [13] ; but it can be foreseen as essential to a better understanding of the transport mechanisms in disordered materials.
The last point that we can address is giving an estimate of ν 0 for our a-Si:H sample. Considering the lowest DOS of figure 2 a rapid calculation gives a maximum NC/μ value equal to 10 8 V cm −2 eV −1 , approximately the value that we obtain experimentally from the measurements performed at 250 K. Considering the simulation results of figure 9 it is clear that a value of 7×10 12 s −1 is substantially too high, whereas the lowest value that we used (7 × 10 8 s −1 ) appears to be slightly too low. We may suggest an order of magnitude of 5 × 10 9 s −1 as a good approximation for the attempt-to-hop frequency in a-Si:H.
Conclusion
On the basis of the analytical procedure for hopping proposed by Marshall we have developed equations for modelling the transport of carriers both under steady state and modulated illuminations taking into account the hopping and the multipletrapping processes. Like Marshall, we have attempted to introduce the gap state occupancy in the hopping probability. A numerical simulation has been developed using these equations and we have studied in a first step the influence of some parameters, such as the DOS and the attempt-to-hop frequency, on the steady state photoconductivity. We have shown that even when MT is likely to be the main transport process (e.g. at high temperature), hopping clearly has an influence, in comparison with situations in which MT is considered to be the only transport process. Of course, the hopping influence depends on the attempt-to-hop frequency, but our simulation shows that this influence is still present even when ν 0 is as low as 5 × 10 8 s −1 though it can hardly be detected from steady state measurements. In a second step we have investigated the influence of hopping on the modulated photoconductivity data. We have shown that it was not possible to derive a simple expression for the DOS reconstruction as was the case when only MT was considered. Therefore we have used the only equations at our disposal and have shown that the hopping process influence leads to a DOS reconstruction that can be far from the true DOS. In the case of a significant influence of hopping, the reconstructed DOS behaves as if the dc flux was too important, as revealed by the 'tails' obtained at the different temperatures of the measurements. However, in the case of the hopping influence on the MPC data, and contrary to what is expected when the dc flux is chosen too high, the data seem to be less sensitive, or even completely insensitive, to the variations of the flux of light. This property was used to provide evidence of the hopping influence on the transport processes in an a-Si:H film. From steady state photoconductivity measurements one would deduce that hopping has a predominant influence below 30 K, whereas modulated photoconductivity experimental results demonstrate that hopping influences the transport processes for temperature as high as 100 K. The comparison of MPC experimental and simulated results allows us to propose an order of magnitude of the attempt-to-hop frequency of 5 × 10 9 s −1 in a-Si:H. Finally, all these results suggest that a reviewed analysis of some classical experiments has to be performed to improve our insight into transport mechanisms in disordered solids.
